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ABSTRACT: Randomized protocols for signing contracts,
certified mail, and flipping a coin are presented. The
protocols use a Z-out-of-2 oblivious transfer subprotocol
which is axiomatically defined.
The l-out-of-2 oblivious transfer allows one party to
transfer exactly one secret, out of two recognizable secrets,
to his counterpart. The first (second) secret is received with
probability one half while the sender is ignorant of which
secret has been received.
An implementation of the l-out-of-2 oblivious transfer,
using any public key cryptosystem, is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
We are rapidly heading into the era of electronic business communication. In the near future, we can expect
to see communication networks through which automatic business transactions, such as signing a contract
by a pair of computers according to a predetermined
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protocol, take place. The study of secure protocols for
these purposes has recently attracted many researchers
(e.g., [3, 5, 8, 10, 19, 23, 331, to list only works which
appeared in the recent STOC and FOCS Conferences).
In this article, we consider the problems involved in
implementing business transactions, such as signing a
contract, in the environment described above. Using a
l-out-of-~ oblivious transfer, we present protocols
which solve these problems.
1.1 A Specification of a Contract Signing Protocol
Loosely speaking, a contract signing protocol should
satisfy the following:
(i) Viability: At the end of a proper execution of the
protocol, each party has his counterpart’s signature to the contract.
(ii) Concurrency: If one party X executes the protocol
properly, then his counterpart Y cannot obtain
X’s signature to the contract without yielding his
own (Le., Y’s) signature to it.
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Using general cryptological assumptions (as the existence of secure public key cryptosystems [6]), we propose a protocol for signing contracts which guarantees
the following:
(i) Viabilit,y: At the end of a proper execution of the
protocol, each party can instantly present his
counterpart’s signature to the contract.
(ii) Approximate-Concurrency:
If one party X executes
the protocol properly, then, with very high probability, at each stage during the execution, X can
compute his counterpart’s (Y’s) signature to the
contract using approximately the same amount of
work u:sed by Y to compute X’s signature to the
contract.
We also propose protocols for “certified mail” and
“flipping a coin.”
1.2 Background and Comparison to Previous Work
Even and Yacobi [12] pointed out inherent difficulties
which arise in the design of contract signing protocols.
Consider protocols in which there exists a transmission
such that upon its acceptance a “complete signature”
can be computed, whereas before its acceptance not
even a “single bit” of the signature can be computed.
Even and Yaciobi show that such a protocol cannot
achieve both viability and concurrency principles.
Trivial protocols for signing contracts are implied by
the assumption that reliable third parties take active
part in the protocol. However, even under “weaker”
assumptions reliable third parties may be useful in the
design of coniract signing protocols. For example, Rabin
[28] pointed out that any reliable source of “random
noise” is useful in the design of a protocol for signing
contracts.’ Alternatively, a passive, reliable “cancellation
center” (CC) c:an be used so that a signed contract is
binding only :if it has not been cancelled by either party
during the cancellation period (specified in the contract).*
Even if reliable third parties exist, it is still desirable
to have a protocol for signing contracts in which no
third party is required. Even [9] proposed a protocol
based on Merkle’s [24] puzzle concept. His protocol
uses any public key cryptosystem deemed secure and
relies on the value of the contract’s subject. Goldreich
[ 171proposed a simplified version of Even’s protocol.
Other protocols, were suggested by Blum [3] and by
Blum and Rabin [4]. Their protocols rely on certain
number theoretic assumptions (e.g., the infeasibility of
factoring large integers).
The main advantages of our protocol over Even’s [9]
(as well as over Goldreich’s [17]) are: (1) Our protocol
neither relies on nor makes any reference to the value
of the contract’s subject; Even’s protocol relies, heavily,
on this value. (2) Loosely speaking, the quality of our
‘Rabin assumes that any user can get the value of the noise transmitted in
the uast: but no user can uredict the value to be transmitted in the future.
‘To’sign a contract, the t&t party sends his signature to the second, who
responds with his signature. If the second party does not respond within a
reasonable time, then the first party sends a cancellation message to the CC
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protocol is exponential in its length;3 the quality of
Even’s protocol is linear in length.
There are some similarities between our protocol and
the protocol suggested, independently, by Blum [3].
Blum’s protocol, however, is based on specific number
theoretical assumptions (one of which has recently
been shown false [22]); whereas our assumptions are of
universal cryptological nature (e.g., the existence of a
secure PKCS).
Our contract signing protocol uses a l-out-of-2 oblivious transfer (OT:) as a subroutine. The notion of obli-.
vious transfer (OT) was introduced by Rabin [27], in a
number theoretic context. Rabin also presented an implementation of OT based on the factoring problem.4 In
this article, we present what we believe to be a more
natural definition of OT. We present an implementation of OT using any public key cryptosystem. An axiomatic definition of OT: as well as its implementation
are also presented.
1.3 The Organization of this Article
Section 2 contains the assumptions and some of the
notations used throughout this article. These assumptions are of pure cryptological nature. In Section 3 we
give formal definitions of OT and l-out-of-2 OT. Implementations of both transfers are given in Section 8.
In Section 4 we present a subprotocol which will
serve as the core of our contract signing protocol. This
subprotocol allows two parties to exchange two sets of
pairs of secrets such that each party will get at least one
pair of his counterpart’s secrets. In Section 5 we analyze this subprotocol and show that the probability of
successfully cheating is exponentially small (in the
number of pairs).
In Section 6 we present our contract signing protocol.
In Section 7 we present a “certified mail” protocol and a
“coin flipping” protocol, both using the same subprotoco1of Section 4.
1.4 On the Notions of Certified
Mail and Flipping a Coin
The classical (everyday) notion of sending certified mail
means a procedure through which the receiver gets the
mail if and only if the sender gets a receipt (which
certifies the fact that the receiver got mail from the
sender at a specific time). This procedure, although
used for centuries, is weak since the receipt does not
certify the contents of the received mail. We follow
Blum’s definition of sending certified electronic mail [l].
By this definition, the receiver gets the mail if and only
if the sender gets a receipt which certifies the contents o,f
the mail.

By “flipping a coin” we mean not only that the outcome (of the coin-flip) will be random and unforgeable
3 By the length of the protocol we mean the number of transmissions exchanged in it.
‘Rabin’s implementation, although based on the factoring problem, was not
nroven to be “eouivalent” to it. This was observed hv Fischer. Micali. and
kackoff [13] whb recently modified Rabin’s implem&tion
and pro&d that
their implementation is “equivalent” to factoring. That is, one can cheat when
executing their implementations if and only if one can factor large integers.
For further details, consult [ZO].
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but also that one party knows it if and only if his counterpart knows it. Concurrent knowledge of the outcome
was not required (and was not achieved) in [2].
2. ASSUMPTIONS
Our assumptions are partitioned into general assumptions, relied on throughout this article, and OT’s implementation assumption, used (only) in our implementation
of the oblivious transfer (i.e., in Section 8).
2.1 General Assumptions
The computational capabilities of both parties are (approximately) the same.

1. Equal Resources Assumption:

Note that we do not assume here “equal knowledge of
algorithms.”
2. Secure Public-Key Signature Scheme Assumption: There

exists a secure public-key signature scheme (PKSS).
Several PKSS’s which meet various security criteria
and are based on various intractability assumptions
have been proposed [21, 26, 301. The PKSS presented in
[21] is the most robust and is based on the weakest
intractability assumption. However, we believe that using the RSA as a PKSS will be secure enough for our
purposes.
3. Uniformly-Secure Conventional Cyptosystem Assumption: There exists a “uniformly-secure” conventional

cryptosystem (see below for a definition). Let F denote a conventional cryptosystem (e.g., the DES
[25]). By Fk( pln) we denote the encryption of the
plaintext pln using F with key K. By F&cip) we denote the decryption of the ciphertext tip using F
with key K. We say that F is uniformly-secure (if F is
secure and) if the expected time of computing the
key K, given a plaintext-ciphertext pair (M, Fk(M))
and the first i bits of K, is invariant of the values of
the first i bits of the key.
Let us be more precise. F is uniformly-secure if:
(i) It is infeasible to compute K when given only the
plaintext-ciphertext pair (M, Fk(M)).
For a given input consisting of a pair (M, C) and an
i-bit string s, K is called a solution if Fk(M) = C and the
first i bits of K agree with s. Let tA(s) denote the expected time in which Algorithm A finds a solution, for
a given (M, C) and s. (The average running time is
taken over all possible inputs which agree with s.)
(ii) There exists an (“optimal”) Algorithm A for
which tA(s) depends only on the number of unknown
bits in K; that is, TA(k - i) = t,+(s) for each i-bit string s,
where k denotes the length of K. Furthermore, this algorithm is known to all parties.
(iii) There exists no Algorithm A’ such that for all
sufficiently large k and for a nonnegligible fraction of
the keys of length k, Algorithm A’ finds a solution in
expected time l/zTA(k - i). (Again, the average running
time is taken over all possible inputs which agree
with s.)
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(iv) Algorithm A, on input (M, C) and an i-bit string
s, for which there is no solution, reaches this conclusion in at most 2T,+(k - i) time.
Note that (ii) above implies equal knowledge of algorithms in a very restricted sense: public knowledge of
an optimal “breaking algorithm” for F. (For simplicity,
the reader may further assume that this optimal algorithm consists of the trivial exhaustive search over the
key space. However, this simplifying assumption is not
essential.)
We believe that the DES is “uniformly secure” in the
sense that it is possible to find the unknown bits of
the key K, when given some of the bits of K and the
plaintext-ciphertext pair (M, DE&(M)), only by an exhaustive search over the subspace of all keys which
agree with the given bits of K.
4. OT$ Existence Assumption: There exists a protocol

(hereafter referred to as OT:) which satisfies the axioms given in Section 3.2.
This assumption can be substituted by Assumption 4’
(below) which, in turn, implies the existence of OT:.
2.2 OT’s Implementation Assumption
The following assumption (concerning public-key cryptosystems) is optional. It implies Assumption 4 and is
relied on only in our implementation of OT: (see Section 8).
A public-key cryptosystem (PKCS) [6] consists of
three algorithms: a key generation algorithm G, an encryption algorithm E and a decryption algorithm D. On
input x, G generates a pair (e,, d,) of encryption decryption keys. Let E,(M)[D,(M)] denote the encryption [decryption] of messageM using the encryption key e, [the
decryption key d,].
Let Z? denote the set of all possible inputs to the keygenerating algorithm and & denote the message space
for the PKCS instance generated by input x. We further
assume that for every x E &? and every m E AX, E, and
D, are defined and are inverse operators; that is,
E,(D,(m)) = D,(E,(m)) = m.

In other words, (E,, D,: x E 2’) is the set of the PKCS
operators and (D,E, 3 X, E,D, = X: x E %] is the set of
the operators’ cancellation rules. (Compare [7].)
4’. PKCS’s Freeness Assumption: Loosely speaking, we

would like to assume that an adversary cannot use,
in his computations, any “relations” between the
PKCS operators which are not implied by the operators’ cancellation rules. Giving a precise formulation of this “freeness assumption” seems to be difficult. We avoid it by suggesting a specific freeness
assumption, with respect to the PKCS in use (for
details see Section 8).
Recently, Rackoff and Luby [28] used the randomfunction construction [18] to show that private-key
cryptosystems which satisfy the above “freeness as-
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sumption” do exist (if any one-way permutations exist).
This provides some additional support to our belief in
the validity of Assumption 4’.
3. OBLIVIOUS
TRANSFER
AND
l-OUT-OF-2
OBLIVIOUS
TRANSFER

In this section. we present axiomatic definitions of oblivious transfer (OT) and l-out-of-2 oblivious transfer.
Implementations of these transfers are given in
Section 8.
The notion of a “recognizable secret message” plays
an important role in our definition of OT. A messageis
said to be a recognizable secret if, although the receiver
cannot compute it, he can authenticate it once he receives it. A formal definition of a recognizable secret
message is proposed in the Appendix. Following are
three common examples of recognizable secret messages:
(i) A signature of a user to some known message is a
recognizable secret message for everybody else.
(ii) The key K, by which the plaintext M is transformed using cryptosystem F into ciphertext FK(M).
(iii) The factorization of a composite number, which
has only large prime factors. (E.g., the factorization of
an RSA modulus [30].)
The notion of a recognizable secret messageis evidently relevant to the study of cryptographic protocols,
in which the s.ender is reluctant to send the message
while the receiver wishes to get it. In such protocols, it
makes no sense to consider the transfer of messages that are
either not secret (to the receiver) or not recognizable (by the
receiuer).5 We believe that in any reasonable application

of OT [l-out-of-2 OT] the receiver is reluctant to send
and the sende:r wishes to receive the message. Thus, we
consider only the transfer of messageswhich are recognizable secrets (for the receiver).
3.1 Oblivious

Transfer

An oblivious transfer (OT) of a recognizable secret message M is a protocol by which a sender S transfers to a
receiver R the message M so that R gets M with probability one half while for S the a-posterioFi probability that
R got M remains one half. Note that Or is defined for
any kind of recognizable secret messages.
The OT defined above has three parameters: S, R, M;
it will be hereafter denoted by OT(S, R, M). To sum up,
the protocol OT(S, R, M) has to satisfy the following
three axioms:
(i) If S executes OT(S, R, M) properly, then R can
read M with (a-priori) probability (exactly) one half.
Furthermore, in case R does not read M, he gains (by
the execution of OT(S, R, M)) no “helpful partial information” about M in the following sense: Assume that,
after the execution of OT(S, R, M), R is given the value
of a predetermined function of M (e.g., the first five bits
of M). Then computing M is not easier than in the case
R is given this value without first executing OT(S, R, M).
5 If the message is nal secret (to the receiver), then the receiver either knows
it or can feasibly compute it before the transfer takes place. If the message is
not recognizable (by the receiver), then “getting it” means nothing. In both
cases, participation in the transfer protocol does not provide the “receiver”
with something he c,umat get by himself.
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(ii) For S, the a-posteriori (i.e., after the execution of
OT(S, R, M)) probability that R can read M remains one
half, provided S and R have executed OT(S, R, M)
properly.
(iii) If S tries (to deviate from the protocol in order) to
d&crease the probability that R will get M, then S can
detect this attempt with probability at least one half.
The same (detection with probability one half) holds in
case S tries to deviate from the protocol in order to
increase his a-posteriori probability of guessing whether
R read M (without increasing the probability that R
reads M).
We believe that axiom (iii) cannot be strengthened;
namely
Conjecture: If axiom (iii) is changed to require detection with probability greater than one half of attempts
to cheat (i.e., to prevent R from getting M), then there
exists no implementation which satisfies all the axioms.
Note that Rabin’s oblivious transfer [27] is not a
counterexample to our conjecture. True, in Rabin’s OT,
S cannot cheat without being detected. But the message
transferred by Rabin’s OT is restricted to be a secret
inherent to this transfer6 rather than an arbitrary recognizable secret message. Indeed, one can easily modify
Rabin’s OT so that an arbitrary recognizable secret
message can be transferred by it.7 However, in the
modified protocol, attempted cheating is detected with
probability one half.
3.2 The l-out-of-2

Oblivious

Transfer

A I-out-of-2 oblivious transfer (OT:) is a protocol by
which a sender S transfers ignorantly to a receiver R one
message out of two recognizable secret messages.More
precisely, an OT&S, R, Ml, Mz) is a protocol that satisfies the following three axioms:
(i) If S executes OT:(S, R, Ml, M2) properly, then R
can read exactly one message: either Ml or Mz; the
probability of each to be read is one half. Furthermore,
in case R does not read Mi, he gains (by the execution
of OT:) no “helpful partial information” about Mi,
i E (1, 2) (see Section 3.1).
(ii) For S, the a-posteriori probability that R got M,
remains one half, provided S and R have executed OT:
properly.
(iii) If S tries to (deviate from the protocol in order to)
increase S’s a-posteriori probability of guessing which
message was read by R, then R can detect this attempt
with probability at least one half.
Note that OT can be implemented using any implementation of OT: (by letting M2 be a message known to
both parties). That is,
OT(S, R, M) = OT:(S, R, M, K),
where K is a-priori known to R.
However, it is not clear whether OT: can be implemented using any OT (e.g., using Rabin’s OT [27]).
‘Rabin’s OT transfers the factorization used by the OT itself,
’ The obvious way, to modify Rabin’s OT, is to encrypt the recognizable secret
using an instance of the RSA which has the same modulus as the modulus
used by the OT.
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Other generalizations of the oblivious transfer (e.g.,
biased oblivious transfer and one-out-of-many oblivious
transfer) were suggested by Goldreich [15]. These generalizations were implemented (similarly to the implementation given in Section 8) and were used as protocol
design tools (see [IS]).
4. THE PARTIAL
SECRETS EXCHANGE
SUBPROTOCOL
(PSE)

The following subprotocol will be used in the transaction protocols presented in Sections 6 and 7. The parties
to the subprotocol will be called A and B. It is assumed
that A holds 2n secrets, denoted a,, a2, . . . , a2,,, all recognizable by B. Similarly, B holds 2n secrets, b,, bz, . . . ,
b2,,, recognizable by A. The secrets are assumed to be
binary strings of length 1.
The secrets of each party are partitioned into pairs:
A’s pairs are (al, u,,~), (az, a,,+& . . . , (a,,, azn); and B’s
pairs are (bl, b,+ll, (b2, h,+d . . . , (b,, bd
We say that A [B] effectively-knows
one of B’s [A’s] pairs
if there exists an i, 1 I i 5 n, such that A [B] can
efficiently compute both bi and bn+i [ai and a,+i].

The purpose of the subprotocol is to exchange effective-knowledge of any one pair of secrets. This subprotocol will hereafter be referred to as the Partial Secret
Exchange (PSE) subprotocol.
The Partial Secret Exchange Subprotocol
protocol
PSE(A,
B, ((a,,
an+,,]:=,,
((bi,
bn+i,]:=,,
(step
1)
for i = 1 to n do begin
OT:(A,
B, a,, an+,)
(A sends
ai and a,+i to B via OT:)
OT:(B,

A,

b,,

(B sends

bn+,)
b, and

b,+,

end;
(Comment:
At this
stage
each
exactly
one element
of each
counterparts'
secrets;
while
terpart
is ignorant
of which
knows.)
(step
2)
for j = 1 to 1 do begin
(1 is the length
of each of
A transmits
the jth
bit
to B (1 5 il
2n)
B transmits
the jth
bit
A (1 Ii
I2n)
end;

to

A via

OT:)

party
X has
pair
of his
his counelements
X
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Remarks
1. Note that if both parties execute PSE properly,
then each will have all his counterpart’s secrets. In the
next section we show that if a party X executes PSE
properly then, with very high probability, he is guaranteed to effectively know at least one of his counterpart’s
pairs in case his counterpart effectively knows one of
X’s pairs.
2. The interleaving in step 1 is not essential. That is,
one can first execute all the instances of OT$ in which
A plays the role of the sender and only then execute
the instances in which A is the receiver.
3. In an earlier version of this article [ll] OT was
used in step 1 of the protocol instead of OT:; that is,
only one secret was transferred in every loop (and it
was received with probability one half). This made the
analysis of the subprotocol more complicated. Also, the
use of the previous version of the subprotocol [ll] to
send certified mail had required a threshold scheme
(e.g., Shamir’s scheme [31]).*
4. Consider the case in which a proper execution of
PSE is terminated at a “late stage” of step 2 and assume
each party can compute one of his counterpart’s pairs.
If this happens after A has transmitted the jth bit of
each ai, but before B has answered (with the jth bit of
each bi) then: the expected time A has to invest (in
order) to get one of B’s pairs is twice as much as the
expected time B needs (in order to get one of A’s pairs).
If this advantage is considered to be excessive, then one
can use the simple “exchange of half a bit” suggested by
Tedrick [32].
5. To make it possible for an honest party to not only
protect himself against cheating but also prove that his
counterpart has cheated, signatures should be provided
to all transmissions of the subprotocol. (This includes
the transmissions of OT:).

5. ANALYSIS
the secrets)
of each a,
of

each

bit0

To avoid being cheated, each party X should take the
following precautions:
(i) During step 1, while playing the role of the receiver in OT:, (X should) use the “cheat-detection
mechanism” of OT:. (The existence of this “mechanism” is guaranteed by axiom (iii) of OT:.)
(ii) While executing step 2 (X should) check whether
the bits revealed (to him) during the alternating substeps match the bits of the secrets which have been
disclosed (to him) in step 1.
June 1985

A party should stop further execution of the protocol
as soon as he detects an attempt to cheat. This is sufficient to protect oneself against cheating.

OF PSE

As mentioned in the previous section, if both parties
follow PSE properly to its conclusion, then each will
have all his counterparts’ secrets. Furthermore, in such
a case during the execution of step 2 each party can
compute one of his counterpart’s pairs spending at most
twice as much expected time as needed by his counterpart to compute one of his pairs. In this section we
consider the case in which one party X follows PSE
properly while the other deviates from it. We will show
that in such a case X is guaranteed that if Y tries to
effectively know one of X’s pairs then, with very high
probability, X will be able to compute a pair of Y’s in
about the same effort.
Let US denote X’S [Y’S] ith pair, by (xi, xn+i) [(yip y,+i)].
In our proofs we will rely on the existence of OT:
(Assumption 4).
‘For furtherdetails. on the previous version of the PSE(which was called the
Majority Exchange]and on the way to use it (in order) to send certified mail,
consult [16].
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LEMMA 1
executes PSE properly, then after step 1 is concluded
the following hold:

ZfX

(i) Y knows a single element out of each of X’s pairs.
(ii) X knows [at least) one element out of each of Y’s
pairs.
PROOF

Part (i) follows from axiom (i) of OT:.
Part (ii) follows from the fact that X would have terminated the execution of PSE, had he not received one
element out o:Feach of Y’s pairs, during step 1.
0
Thus, before step 2 is executed, Y has no effective
knowledge of any of X’s pairs; provided X follows PSE
properly. We remind the reader that by saying that a
party effectively knows a value we mean that he can
compute it efficiently. We say that a party T-knows a
value if he can compute it in “PSE-based expected
time” T, to be defined below.
Here, and throughout this section, we consider computations (of secrets) based on input (information)
which is partially a-priori known and partially obtained
throughout the execution of PSE. These computations
will take place at an arbitrary point during the execution of PSE. By the expected time of a computation given
an instance of PSE (PSE-based expected time) we mean that
the average running time is taken over all inputs which
agree with the values disclosed in the substeps (of step
2 of PSE) which have already been executed. We provide motivation to this defintion in Remark 2 following
the proof of the Theorem.
In the rest of this section, we will assume that the
secrets are uniformly hard in the following sense: (Compare Assumption 3.)
(i) There exists an (optimal) Algorithm A which computes the secret, when given i out its 1bits, in expected
time (exactly) TA(~- i). (Here and in (ii) and (iii) below,
the average running time is taken over all possible secrets which agree with the given i bits.) Furthermore,
this algorithm is known to all parties.
(ii) There exists no Algorithm A’ such that: for all
sufficiently large 1 and for a nonnegligible fraction of all
possible secrets of length, I, A’ computes the secret,
when given i out of its 1 bits, in expected time
%TA(I - i).

(iii) The optimal Algorithm A, when given an i-bit
string s, which matches no secret, reaches this conclusion in at most 2TA(k - i) time.
Loosely speaking, this means that the expected time
of computing the secret, given the values of i of its bits,
is invariant of the values of these bits.
LEMMA 2
Suppose that X executes PSE properly and that step 1 has
been concluded. If Y deviates from PSE, in order to reach a
situatioh in which Y T-knows one of X’s pairs but X does
not 4T-know Y’s ith pair, then X can detect this (cheating
attempt) with probability at least one half.
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PROOF

Consider the situation in which Y T-knows one of X’s
pairs but X does not 4T-know Y’s ith pair. Without loss
of generality, let i = 1. First, we show that the probability that Y can speed-up his computation (with respect
to the optimal algorithm mentioned in (i) above) is
negligible:
By axiom (i) of OT:, the PSE-based expected time of
computing a secret, which was not disclosed in step 1
of PSE, depends only on the bits (of the secret) which
were disclosed during the alternating substeps of step 2.
By the uniform hardness of the secrets, if Y can compute one of X’s pairs in PSE-based expected time T,
then Y can compute it in PSE-based expected time at
most 2 . T using the optimal algorithm.
Finally, note that using the optimal algorithm the
PSE-based expected time of computing a secret does not
depend on the values (of the secret) disclosed during
step 2. (Thus, analyzing the performance of the optimal
algorithm, it is sufficient to refer to the number of the
secret’s unknown bits.)
Thus, we may assume (without loss of generality)
that Y can compute one of X’s pairs in expected time
2 . T using the optimal algorithm which is publically
known but X cannot compute Y’s first pair in expected
time 2 . 2T using the same algorithm. Such a situation
could not occur if Y had transmitted to X, during the
alternating substeps of step 2, the true values for the
appropriate bits of both y1 and Y,+~ (recall Assumption
1: the parties have equal computing power). Therefore,
in order to reach such a situation Y must commit
action 2 and may commit action 1, where:
action 1 is to cheat9 in OT:(Y, X, y,, y,,+*) which takes
place at step 1.
action 2 is to transmit, during the alternating substeps
of step 2, either false values for the bits of y1 or false
values for the bits of yn+l.

By axiom (iii) of OT:, X can detect action 1 with probability at least one half.
If action 1 was not committed, then by axiom (i) of
OT:, X got either y1 or y,,+l during step 1. Also note
that, by axiom (ii) of OT:, Y cannot guess, with probability greater than one half, which y has been received
by X. Thus, if Y attempts to commit action 2 then X will
detect it with probability one half. (Since if Y tries to
give wrong values for the bits of the y that X knows
then X trivially detects an attempt to cheat.)
El
THEOREM

If X executes PSE properly and step 1 has been concluded,
then
(i) lf Y deviates from PSE, in order to reach a situation in
which Y T-knows one of X’s pairs but X does not 4T-know
any of Y’s pairs, then X can detect this (cheating attempt)
with probability at least 1 - 2-“. Furthermore, if Y deviates
from PSE, in order to reach a situation in which Y T-knows
‘Here, cheatingin the OT: means.asin Section3,trying to increasethe
a-posterioriprobabilityof guessingwhich message
wasreadby the receiver.
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one 0fX’s pairs but for at least halfofthe i E (1, 2, . . . , n)
X does not 4T-know Y’s ith pair, then X can detect this with
probability ut least 1 - 2-“/2.
(ii) If Y does not ty to reach the latter situation described
in part (i) then if Y T-knows one of X’s pairs then X can
compute one of Y’s pairs, in PSE-bused expected time 16T.
Furthermore, with probability at most (1/2)-j, X will spend
more than 8jT expected time in computing one of Y’s pairs.
PROOF

Part (i) follows from Lemma 2.
Part (ii): We say that Y’s ith pair is good if X can compute it in expected time 4T, using the optimal algorithm; otherwise we say that this pair is bud. Note that
more than half of Y’s pairs are good; however X does
not know which ones are good. Nevertheless, X can
choose one of Y’s pairs at random and try to compute it.
This computation takes at most 8T time, after which X
either has the pair or does not have it (recall the uniform-hardness assumption). Recall that with probability
at least one half the pair is good and thus X has it. If X
does not have that pair, he will choose another pair.
Again with probability at least one half, X chose a good
pair and will have it after conducting the computation.
This goes on until X chooses a good pair and has it
(after computing it). Note that the probability that X
will spend more than 8jT time, while following the
above procedure, is less than (1/2)-j.The reader can verify that following this procedure X will have one of Y’s
pairs in expected time 16T.”
0
Remarks

1. Note that by Lemma 1, X is “protected” during his
proper execution of step 1; while by the Theorem, X is
“protected” during his proper execution of step 2. This
implies that PSE satisfies the approximate-concurrency
principle with respect to computation of one of the
counterpart’s pairs. By Remark 1 in Section 4, PSE also
satisfies the viability principle.
2. Loosely speaking, the theorem implies that the
PSE-based expected time of computing one of the counterpart’s pairs is about the same for both parties. The
fact that it is the PSE-based expected time (which is the
same for both parties) and not the expected time averaged over all inputs, is crucial. This means that approximate concurrency is achieved in every PSE execution
and not just when averaging over all PSE executions.
6. THE CONTRACT

SIGNING PROTOCOL
Let C be a contract and A and B be the parties to it. The

contract has been negotiated and informally agreed
“Let T’ denote the worst-case time of conducting the above defined computation. Then

where k 5 [n/Z) is the number of bad pairs. Note that T’ < ST((Yz)+ am +
3(Y# + .]. Thus, T’ < 16T.
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upon. The role of the following protocol is to allow A
and B to exchange formal signatures to the contract.
The essence of the proposed protocol is that each
party X will randomly generate a set of pairs of secrets
and will declare that he (X) is committed to the contract if his counterpart knows one of his (X’s) pairs.
These sets of pairs will be exchanged by PSE, presented
in Section 4.
We remind the reader that F denotes the (uniformlysecure) conventional cryptosystem in use (see Section
2). From now on, the key K is said to be a solution of the
&-puzzle P,, if PO= FJ&).
The messageS, used in the protocol, is an arbitrary
standard message.
The Contract
(step
1)

Signing Protocol

generates,
randomly,
2n keys
a,,) to F;
e-0,
Cdl, a,,
A computes
c;' = F,,(S),
1 I i I 2n;
A declares
that
Declaration]
[Beginning
of A’s
[Denotation:]
The symbols
denote
solutions
of
K” 11 K;,
. . . . K&
the corresponding
S-puzzles:
G, c, ---,
&.
[Statement:]
I am committed
to the
contract
C if B can present
both
for some 15iSn.
e and Kt+i,
both
solutions
of the ith
(I.e.,
and (n + i)th
puzzles.)
[End of A’s
Declaration]
A signs
this
declaration
and transmits
it to B;
B acts
symmetrically,
generating
the
by KY
keys b,, bz, . . . , bzn and denoting
the solution
of the S-puzzle
F*,(S);
(Comment:
At this
stage
each party
X has
signed
by X's counterpart
a declaration,
which
specifies
(i.e.,
determines)
(Y),
what will
be considered
as Y's signature
to the contract
C.
the computation
of this
signaHowever,
ture
is infeasible.)
(step
2)
A

PSE(A,B,
(I.e.,
sets

{ (ai,
A

[(ai,

and

an+,) ]:=I,
B

apply

a,+,) I:=,

{ (bi,

PSE to
and I (b,,

&+,)I:=,)
exchange
b,+i) IL).

i
the

Remarks

1. After step 1 the Ui’Sare recognizable secret messagesfor B. Similarly the hi’s are recognizable secret
messagesfor A. We chose to make the ai’s recognizable,
by using them as solutions of the S-puzzles. Note that
the ai’s remain secret due to the security of F (see ASsumption 3). Any other method, to make the ai’s recognizable (yet still secret and uniformly hard), will do as
well. We believe that the DES [25] can be used as F in
our protocol.
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2. Recall that we have assumed the existence of a
secure PKSS (,4ssumption 2). Note that the statements,
A and B have :signed and sent each other reduce the
“problem” of h.aving a signature (of the counterpart) to
the contract C into the “problem” of knowing one of the
counterpart’s pairs. Applying PSE “solves” the latter
“problems,” concurrently, for both parties. Thus, if X
follows the above protocol properly and his counterpart
Y can compute X’s signature to C then with very high
probability X can compute Y’s signature to C, spending
about the same amount of work. (This, as well as other
properties of the above protocol, is induced by PSE’s
properties.)
3. An important feature of the above protocol is that
with very high probability (1 - 2~“) at any moment, in
which it is feasible to compute a signature to the contract, both parties can do so by spending approximately
the same amount of time. This is because computing
the signature bcecomesfeasible only during step 2 of the
PSE. At that point each party knows with very high
probability that he has the information which allows
this computation. The above feature is absent from
Even’s protocol [9] as well as from Goldreich’s protocol
[17]. In their protocols, the information which allows a
feasible computation of A’s signature to the contract
reaches B before A gets anything from B. (The point in
their protocols is that this computation, although feasible, is not beneficial.)
7. CERTIFIED

MAIL

AND

FLIPPING

assume here that it is infeasible to find M, K,, and Kz
such that FK,(M) = FK,(M). As in Section 6, the key K is
said to be a solution of the &,-puzzle POif PO= F&,). The
messageS, used in the protocol, is an arbitrary standard
message.
The Certified
(step
1A)

generates,
randomly,
n +
a,) to F;
cao, al, a2, --.,
A computes
a,+, = a,@a,,
for
whereedenotes
the bit-by-bit
modulo
2;
A computes
C = F,,(M)
and c
A

1 5

7.1 A Protocol for Certified
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i

I

keys

1

1

=

I i 5 R,
addition
Fax(S),

2n;

transmits
C and c,
C$, . . . . C$, to B;
(Comment:
At this
stage
B has an encryption
of the mail.)
(step
1B)
B generates,
randomly,
2n keys
(b,,
b,,
. . . , bzn) to F;
B computes
c = Fb,(S)
, 1 5 i 5 2n;
B declares
that
[Beginning
of B’s
Declaration]
[Denotation:]
The symbols
K*,
K;,
. . . . I&;
A

K”2,

KY,

. . . .

K”zn

denote
the solutions
of the corresponding
S-puzzles:
c;", e, . . . , cc;
c,
c,
. . -, en.
The symbol
Kt denotes
a key to F (Kc
must satisfy
(2) below).
[Statement:]
I acknowledge
having
rewhich
results
from
ceived
the mail,
decrypting
C by F using
the key K:,
if A can present
the following
(i.e.,
both
(1)
and (2)):
(1) Both Kf and Kf+,,
for some

A COIN

Using ideas similar to those of the previous section, we
will present protocols for ‘certified mail’ and for
‘flipping a coin.’
Mail

Let M denote a messageA wants to send to B, via
certified mail. ‘We remind the reader that A would like
a receipt which certifies that the mail has been received by B. B (doesnot know M and is to get it if and
only if A gets B’s acknowledgment to the fact that he
(B) has got M.
The essence of the proposed protocol is that A first
transmits an encryption of the mail to B and B acknowledges having received this encryption. Let K denote the
key used in the encryption of M. The certified mail
protocol is thus reduced to an exchange of the key K,
for a receipt which specifies K. We implement the keyreceipt exchange, using ideas similar to those of the
previous section.
Each party will randomly generate a set of pairs (of
recognizable secrets). Having any one of A’s pairs will
yield the key K. Having any one of B’s pairs will be part
of the receipt; the other part of the receipt will be a
proof that A has chosen his pairs so that they satisfy the
above (i.e., thai each pair yields K). These sets of pairs
will be exchanged by PSE. The validity of the certified
mail protocol follows from the properties of PSE.
We remind the reader that F denotes the conventional cryptosystem in use (see Section 2). We further

Mail Protocol

lliln.

for
so that

(2)

all
for

K;,

I j 52n,
every
i,

1

1 I

i

C n,

KA = K’? @ K*

[End if B”s
Dlzlaration]
signs
this
declaration
and transmits
it to A;
(Comment:
At this
point
A has a declara
specifies
tion,
signed
by B, which
(i.e.,
determines)
what will
be considered as B’s
acknowledgment
to having
received
the mail.
However,
the computation
of this
"receipt"
is infeasible.)
(step
2)
B

PSE(A,

B,
A

(I.e.,
sets

((ai,

((ai,

and

an+,,]:=,,

apply
an+i)ll=l,
B

((b,,

PSE to
and
((b,

&+,)]:=I);

exchange
bn+,)ll=l).

the

Remarks
1. Note that knowing one element of each of A’s
pairs does not allow the determination of a,; not even
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from an information theoretic point of view. On the
other hand, knowing both elements of one of A’s pairs
allows a fast computation of a,.
2. As noted by Goldreich [14], any protocol for sending certified mail can be used for mail disclosure (i.e., a
transfer of information such that its use by the receiver
is limited to specific terms which were agreed upon,
before the receiver has received the information). It
was also noted that contracts can be signed by the use
of certified mail.
3. The idea of reducing the certified mail protocol to
a “key-receipt exchange” was used by Goldreich [14] in
his simpler protocol for certified mail. His protocol (by
which A sends to B the certified mail M) proceeds as
follows:

The essence of the proposed protocol is that the outcome (of the coin-flip) will be the parity of ‘a certified
mail A sends to B and a certified mail B sends to A.'
Note that it is important that both parties get the certified mail sent to them concurrently. To this end, two
instances of the certified mail protocol, of the previous
subsection, are interleaved.
s,) be a binary string of length m.
Lets=(s1,s2,...,
We denote by Par(s) the number of ones in s reduced
modulo 2. That is,
Par(s) = iE1 Si.

notation

The Coin Flipping Protocol
(step
1)
A generates,
randomly,
n -I 1 keys
(do, al, a2, . . . . a,) to F;
1 5 i 5 n;
A computes
a,,+, = a,@a,,
for
A chooses,
randomly,
a message
RA (from
F's message
space);
A computes
C, = F,,(RA) and C? = F,,(S),
1 I i I2n;
A transmits
C, and c;", C'$, . . . . C$, to B;
B acts
symmetrically,
generating
the
keys bo, b,, b2, . . . , b,,
picking
the message
RB and transmitting
its
encryption
(CB);
(step
2)
A declares
that
[Beginning
of A's Declaration]
[Denotation:]
The symbols
KG, K;, . . . . K;,;
K=7, KB2,-.-,
K& denote
the solutions
of the corresponding
S-puzzles:
c;', e, . . . ) en;
CT, c, . . . ) en.
The symbols
Kt and Kt denote
keys to
F.
(Kt must satisfy
(1) below,
while
Kt
must satisfy
(2).)
[Statement:]
I am committed
to the
outcome
determined
by the evaluation
of "Par(F~(C,)@F;~(C,))",
[recall:
C, and C, are values,
while
Kt and Kt are symbols!]
if B can present
the following
(i.e.,
both
(1)
and (2)):
(1) ,Both e and Kt+,, for some

: S,(M)

denotes
the signature
of
B to the message
M.)
(step
1A) A chooses,
randomly,
a key K
to F;
A transmits
F,(M) and FK(S) to
B;
At this
stage
B has the en(Comment:
cryption
of the mail
as well
as an Sthe solution
of which
is the key
puzzle,
used for encrypting
the mail.)
(step
IB) B transmits
S,( 'from
A',
F,(M),
FK(S))
to A;
(Comment:
B acknowledges
having
received
the above.)
(step
2) [The key-receipt
exchange]
for i = 1 to 1 do begin;
[1 denotes
the
length
of K.]
bit
A transmits,
k,, the ith
of K to B;
B transmits
S,(F,(M),
i, ki)
to A;
end;
(Comment: B acknowledges
each bit
of the
key he gets.)

Note, that the sender can prove a tight upper bound on
the amount of work the receiver has to invest in order
to read the mail. However, the above protocol is unsymmetric in the following sense. If the execution is
prematurely terminated, then the sender can instantaneously present this proof, while the receiver must invest time to read the mail. This unsymmetry is not
present in our protocol. In case our protocol is prematurely terminated, both parties need to invest work to
achieve their goals.
7.2 A Protocol

for Flipping

a Coin

Let A and B be two parties who wish to conduct a coin
flip (through the network). We remind the reader that
each party X would like to be guaranteed that his counterpart Y can neither change the outcome of the coinflip nor distinguish it from a truly random coin-flip.
Also, X wants to know the outcome (of the coin-flip) at
least as soon as Y knows it.
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We will assume that F's message space is the set of all
m-bit long strings. (We can do without this assumption;
see Remark z following the protocol.)

lIiSn,

so that
Ki = Kt@Ki+i.
(2) KY, for alllIj52n,
so that
for every
i,
lliln,
K; = K"@ti
[End of Al's Dizlaration]
A signs
this
declaration
and transmits
it to B;
B acts
symmetrically,
transmitting
B's
declaration
to A;
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(Comment:
At this
stage
each has a declaration,
signed
by his counterpart,
that
specifies
(determines)
what will
be
considered
to be the outcome
(of the
coin-flip).
However,
the computation
of the outcome
is infeasible.)
(step
PSE(A,

3)
B,

((ai,

&+i)j:=,,

{(bi,

IF):f(w, Ml = ill = p,
I.
1JkF) 1

Note that using f(x, y) instead of Par@ @ y), one can
implement a protocol for conducting a lottery (so that
the lottery’s outcome is i with probability pi). Also, note
that this elimi.nates the need to assume that A(F) is the
set of all m-bit long strings.
8. IMPLEMENTATION
OF THE l-OUT-OF-2
OBLIVIOUS ‘TRANSFER
Let H and q d.enote two AX x & H J& operators which
satisfy the following:
(i) For every x, the mapping y H x EEIy is a permutation on .&
(ii) For every y, the mapping x w x EEIy is a permutation on &..
(iii) For every x and y, (x q y) E y = x.
When using tlhe RSA as the PKCS, it is natural to define
x 83y as the reduction modulo N (the RSA’s modulus) of
x + y and to define x E y as the reduction modulo N of
x - y. When using a PKCS the message space of which
is the set of all binary vectors of a specific length, it is
natural to define both x q y and x E3y as addition bitby-bit module 2 of the vectors x and y.
The following implementation of OT: was suggested
to us by Micah. It is a modification of our original
implementation [ll] and has several advantages over it.
The Implementation

of OT$

protocol
ClT:(S,
R, MO, MI)
(1)
S choc'ses,
randomly,
one instance
the PKCS, (E,, D,);
S choclses,
randomly,
two messages,
m, and m,, from J%, (the
message
space
of the above
PKCS instance);
S transmits
E,, m,, and m,, to R;
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(3)

R chooses,
R chooses,
kEdK',;
R transmits
S computes

of

randomly,
randomly,

rE(0,
1);
a message

q = E,(k)Hm,
k: = D,(q
E

to
m,),

S;
for

OiiSl;

S chooses,
S transmits
to

bn+,)]:=,);

Remarks
1. Note that, when given only RA, the value of
Par(RA@ RB) is indistinguishable from an element chosen at random from the set (0, 1). The same holds when
given Rg.
2. Let &(fl denote the message space of F. Let ~0,
p1,. . . I prmlbe t real numbers whose sum is 1. Let f:
&-(F) x Y,@flH’ {O, 1, , . . , t - 11be an easy to compute
function such that for every M E J%(~the following
holds:
I Izu E “d(F): f(M, w) = i) 1
1A%‘Qj
1
= IlwEJf

(2)

(Comment:

randomly,
(M,Bk:,

SE (0,
M,ak&,,

11;

s)

R,

@ denotes

addition

modulo

2.)

Let us now discuss the validity of the above
implementation.
Discussion
We assume that the PKCS in use and the EE!and E
operators have freeness properties such that: it is
infeasible for R to find a q such that he can compute M,
with probability greater than one half; provided S
executes the protocol properly.
The following facts are of interest:
1. If both parties follow the protocol properly, then R
can read M,,. (Note that k = k;, that k is known to R
and that Ma, EEIk&,~,~ has been transmitted to R.) Thus,
axiom (i) of OT: is satisfied.
2. If R has followed the protocol properly and has not
received Mm,, then he knows that he has been cheated
by S. (Notice that Y has been chosen by R and that s has
been transmitted to R.) Thus, R can detect attempts to
“cheat” with probability one half. This satisfies axiom
(iii) of OT:.
3. If both parties follow the protocol properly, then
the only information S gets from R is q = E,(k) E3 m,.
Since k is randomly chosen in the message space (and
E, is a permutation operator) this does not give S any
information about Y. Recalling that Y and s determine
which message will be read by R, axiom (ii) follows.
Remarks
1. As mentioned in Section 3, OT can be
implemented by using OT:. This follows from the
trivial reduction: OT(S, R, M) = OTj(S, R, M, K), where
K is a-priori known to both S and R. Using the above
implementation of OT: it is easy to present (also) a
“direct” implementation of OT. One needs only change
the transmission of step 3 to the transmission of
(M 83k:, s). Note that the transmission of s in (step 3 of)
this implementation of OT is essential, while in OT: it
is not.
2. It is not essential that a user A randomly generates
a new instance of PKCS every time he plays the role of
S in OT:. A can, just as well, use his publically known
instance of the PKCS (i.e., (EA, DA)); or a special
instance he has generated for this purpose.
APPENDIX
On the Notion of a Recognizable Secret Message
In order to make the following discussion as simple as
possible, we will use intuitive, yet undefined, terms:
“feasibility, ” “negligible,” etc. However, these terms can
be given a precise meaning by parameterizing the dis-
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cussion and defining the terms with respect to a “security parameter,” denoted nsec.For example, feasible is
defined as computable within P(n,,,) time (by some efficient algorithm), where P( .) is some polynomial; and a
negligible fraction is defined as a fraction, frc(rr& such
that frc-‘(nsec) grows faster than any polynomial in rzsec.
Let 9 and 9 be two sets and f be a function from 9
onto 9. We say that f is a one-way function if it satisfies
the following two conditions:
(i) It is feasible to compute f(s) given s E 9.
(ii) The set of all r’s for which it is feasible given R to
find an s, such that f(s) = r, forms a negligible
fraction of 9.
A messageM picked at random from 9 is a recognizable secret with respect to a one-way function f, if f(M)
is the only information given about M. M is a recognizable secret for user A if f(M) is the only information A
has about M.
We are indebted to Silvio Micali
for his profound remarks and very useful suggestions.
Mille grazie, Silvio! We would also like to thank one of
the referees for very helpful remarks and Tom Tedrick
for reading the manuscript and pointing out several
mistakes.
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